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Abstract
Applying ICT approach to contribute to improving human’s life is a good purpose for
researchers (Pannel, 1993). Thus, implementing products or services with new techniques
can be quite an interesting and meaningful topic. Nature language processing is a mature
technique may apply machine learning and this technique has already been applied to
many applications to server people such as Siri, Chatbot and Google Now. Sentiment
analysis is a subject in nature language processing, however, it has not been applied to
many fields in our daily life.
Depression is a mental disease which caused a lot of trouble in sociality (Hamilton,1960).
It causes a huge damage in people’s daily life in the mental aspect instead of the physical
painful. And it is also proved by (Help, 2013) that this kind of mental causing a lot of
troubles to patients. Quite many researchers are working to find some better treatments
for it. However, similar to any other mental disease, there are many treatments existing
for different patients and finding the best treatment for a patient can be a quite difficult
job. Thus, in this research, I’m trying to validate the function of the sentiment analysis
system by applying the data about depression.
In order to achieve this problem, I have defined three research questions which lead to
solving this problem. (1) What is the best algorithm for implementing the sentiment
analysis system? (2) What is the best existing sentiment lexicon library which can be
applied to implement the sentiment analyzing system? (3) How to implement the
sentiment analysis system with a selected sentiment lexicon library? During the research
process, I review the literature which is related to these questions to find out the answers.
After all, I selected an open source the sentiment lexical library named SentiWordNot3.0
which was implemented based on an algorithm has the feature of Kth-Nearest Neighbor
algorithm and Support Vector Machine. And it proved that following approach can be
actually used in sentiment analysis in the medical domain.
Keywords
ICT, sentiment analysis, sentiment lexicons, machine learning algorithm
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1.

Introduction

It is a huge tendency that ICT industry is playing a more and more important role in our
daily life and it is actually helping people to avoid the troubles in our daily life. For
example, several decades ago, the internet brought us a new world where we can get a
huge amount of information through it. This information can be used to make decisions,
learning new stuff, read the news and etc.
However, sometimes the information can not provide us with enough help if we read them
one by one manually. Because it takes time and brings people confusion. This issue can
be even more troublesome for depression patients when they are trying to ask for help via
the internet. As we all know that depression is a mental disease which makes patients fell
depress and pessimistic Panel (Pannel, 1993). Sometimes, these confusions may give
them huge pressure to cumber them from recovery. Thus, it can be a be a lot of help if we
can apply ICT approach to managing the information automatically and provide some
conclusion or easy-reading suggestions.
And this requires Sentiment Analysis of Nature Language Processing technique. Nature
Language Processing technique can be understood as a bunch of methods to process
human language (Chowdhury, 2003). And sentiment analysis is an approach to digging
out the sentiment that writer have while writing the document.

1.1 General background
Nature language processing is a quite big and old topic in the research field. There are
actually quite many previous researches which related to sentiment-analysing. We will
be able to get a lot of lexicon libraries for sentiment analysis or algorithms which can be
used to generate sentiment lexicon libraries.

1.1.1 Sentiment analysis background
In the research field, English is the most popular language and researchers put a lot of
efforts to generate the lexicon and then followed by Chinese (Vinodhini &
Chandrasekaran, 2012). This is because English is the worldwide language and quite
much tools or libraries are made up for English. Tools like Nature Language Tool Kit
have been widely applied to implement the sentiment-analyse tools (Natural Language
Toolkit, 2016). These tools are English based so that English is the best option for
sentiment analysis.
Even though quite many organisations or universities are interested in this topic and they
have already had some mature technology to implement the functions related to this, there
is still little products and service actually applied these techniques.
The biggest barrier made sentiment analysis haven’t been applied in real products or
service yet is that existing sentiment analyse system can hardly overcome the cross
domain issues. The same word in a different area or with a different part of speech
contains different meaning. And of course, the sentiment score of the same word can also
be different (Asghar, Khan, Kundi, Qasim, Khan, Ullah & Nawaz, 2012). Sometimes,
these differences will effect on a huge difference between the actual sentiment and the
sentiment score which have been calculated.
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1.1.2 Depression background
Depression is a kind of mental disease which caused a lot of trouble in sociality
(Hamilton,1960). This difference between depression is that it can be caused my multiple
reasons, which means that it requires effort to cure the disease and sometimes it needs
different approaches to curing different patients.
Even if depression is a mental disease, it will bring a lot of pain to patients in both physical
and mental aspects which caused 15% of clinically depressed die by suicide (Help, 2013).
It is a quite tough subject in the medical clinically industry to find out a perfect solution
for solving this problem. Actually, there are not any general medicines or therapy to cure
everyone.
However, it is quite popular that patients or their family used the Internet frequently to
find out treatment or medicines which suitable for themselves or share their experience
about fighting against the disease. Moreover, quite many suggestions have been provided
on the internet to help people knowing more about depressions which created a log of
platforms for depression patients to fight the disease.

1.2 Background and motivation
In this information age, a big disadvantage also appears with the information booming
because too much information will bring people more confusion while they are trying to
make decision making. One scenario in our daily life is that when people trying to
purchase a product from the internet, everyone can easily know the parameters of the
different type of products. However, feedback is agreed to be one of the most powerful
to help you to understand the products and making decisions (Hattie. J. & Timperley. H,
2007). After several hours of googling, there will be a lot of feedbacks in your mind which
may somehow make people more confusing.
In order to solve this problem, it will help if one tool can be provided to calculate the
sentiment score for the feedback or even description of products and filter the useless
information. This tool can be applied to automatically generate a conclusion of lengthy
articles with some simple words or numbers. As for the research object is to implement
this kind of tool by finding the appropriate algorithms and libraries, in this research I
prefer to select ‘Depression’ in the medical field as data source to test the tool. Not only
because it has 11% morbidity rate in the word which ranked number four of all disease in
the whole world, but also it is not difficult to collect the data about depression.
The main function of this tool is to calculate the sentiment score for a group of depression
medicine feedback and use this score to evaluate the medicine. The higher the sentiment
score is, the more efficient this kind of medicine is. Thus, the core task can finally be
simplified to be ‘implementing the sentiment analysis system for depression therapy
selection use.’ Before the research, the following research questions will be defined:
-

What is the best algorithm for implementing the sentiment analysis system?
What is the best existing sentiment lexicon library which can be applied to
implement the sentiment analyzing system?
How to implement the sentiment analysis system with a selected sentiment
lexicon library?

By answering these three question, the sentiment analysis system for depression use will
be implemented easily by simply coding.
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1.3 Structure of research
The structure of the thesis is deciding by the process of research. The second chapter is
literature review for determining term orientation and subjectivity, machine learning
algorithms for sentiment analysis and tools and libraries. The third chapter introduces the
research method. The fourth chapter describes the tools and the way of implementing the
sentiment analysis system. The fifth chapter provided the result of testing with three types
of data sources with representing three different aspects of sentiment analysis system. The
sixth chapter showed the conclusion of the research based on the test result and answered
the research questions. The last chapter pointed out the limitation of the current research,
at the same time, it also provided some suggestions for the future work and approach to
improve the current research.
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2.

Literature review

This chapter is bout a brief summary of the related papers which has been learnt in my
previous study phase. In the learning stage, I read 50 articles which described the process
of sentiment analysing and opinion mining. These articles include the algorithms which
have been applied to implement the system, methods to determine the orientation of
words, the tool can be used to implement sentiment analyse system and current research
stats of sentiment analyse. In the following part, I’m going to summarise the research
papers from different aspects so that it is able to provide more information for the
following system implementing part.
I found the article mainly via google scholar and these articles are mainly from ACM and
IEEE databases. I did the research with the research string ‘sentiment analyze’ and
‘opinion mining’ in google scholar at the beginning. And I selected 17 articles which are
quite related to my thesis. Then, after I have gone over these articles, I listed some
keywords/phrases which may be important for my topic like ‘determine orientation’ and
use these as new research strings to find the rest of articles.

2.1 Articles summarize
In this part, I have gone through forty-three papers which presented their own research
on multiple aspects. Thus, I’ll make a summarize about the information which can be
useful for my research.
Most of the articles presented their method or algorithm to implement a sentiment analysis
system, with the evaluation of the approach. And these articles can be divided into two
categories. One of them are the articles which determine the subjectivities of the
document (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2005, Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006, Riloff & Wiebe, 2003
and Baroni & Vegnaduzzo, 2004), and the rest mainly the prepossessed the approach
which can be applied to determine the orientation (Ding & Liu, 2005; Hazivassiloglou by
McKeown, 1997; Popescu & Etzioni, 2005; Ding, Liu & Yu, 2008; Ghose, Ipeirotis &
Sundararajan, 2007; Kamps et al. 2004; Kim and Hovy, 2004).
And there are also articles which describe machine learning algorithms which can be
helpful for the implementing part in this article and they mainly described algorithms like
Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machine, kth nearest neighbor and winnow algorithm (Tan
& Zhang, 2008; Zainuddin & Selamat, 2014; Xi & Li, 2011; Vinodhini &
Chandrasekaran, 2012; Tan & Zhang, 2007).
One of the articles is a survey which is aimed at analyze the advantage and disadvantage
of different approaches (Vinodhini & Chandrasekaran, 2012). It is a summarized article
which gave evaluation based on some related articles.
And there is also an introduction and evaluation about some common used lexical library
or dictionaries which can be used to implement the sentiment analysis system. These
articles not only presented the way to uses these liberties but also introduced the way how
they implement the method as well. Which made it a bit easier to analyzed the approaches
much easier for developers (Baccianella, Esuli & Sebastiani, 2010; Baccianella, Esuli &
Sebastiani, 2007; Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006; Cambria, Havasi & Hussain, 2012). And
the following is a figure which showed the structure about the literature which will be
reviewed in this section.
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Determine the subjectivity
Describing approaches to
make the sentiment analyse

Literatures

Determine the orientation

Niave Bayes

Support Vector Machine
machine learning algorithms
K-nearest meighbour

Winnnow

SentiNetWord
Lexical library and resources
which can be used in
sentiment analysing

SenticNet
Figure 1. Summarize of the articles reviewed below (Tan & Zhang, 2008; Zainuddin &
Selamat, 2014; Xi & Li, 2011; Vinodhini & Chandrasekaran, 2012; Tan & Zhang, 2007).

And the literature review section will be presented based on this diagram. And will have
more explanation on each aspect.

2.2 Current research
Vinodhini and Chandrasekaran (2012) have illustrated in their article that English and
Chinese are the languages which have been studied the most. About data source, by
Vinodhini and Chandrasekaran (2012) also proved that most of the data source which can
be applied to do sentiment analysis are from blogs, review sites, datasets and microblogging. Even though there are not much, there are some applications which applied
sentiment analysis. But these applications are normally online advertising, hotspot
detection in forums. To support this, Popescu and Etzioni (2005) also indicated that the
data source of this application is mostly collected via the internet. And their study also
added that using Web source is the way which most researchers applied in their opinion
mining study.
On the top of this, Cambria, Havasi and Hussain (2012) also added in their research that
currently there are three mainstream approaches implementing the automatic sentiment
analysing or opinion mining applications. Firstly, it is called keyword spotting. This
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approach is aimed at classifying words with the appearance of affect terms and words
(Elliott 1992; Wiebe, Wilson, & Cardie 2005). The second approach is named lexical
affinity, which assigns arbitrary words a probabilistic affinity for a particular topic or
emotion (Wiebe, and Ruppenhofer 2008; Rao & Ravichandran 2009; Stevenson, Mikels,
& James 2007). And the last one, statistical approach, which aimed at calculating the
weight of keywords in the article, and classifies the document based on the probabilities
and some machine learning algorithms (Abbasi, Chen, & Salem 2008; Velikovich et al
2010).

2.3 Key words explanation
In the research of sentiment analysing, there are some specialised terms which will be
frequently used in the article. In order to make the article clearer, the article is going to
introduce some specialised terms in table 1 below.
Table 1. Definition of the key words
Orientation
Polarity

The orientation of words or term represents polarity of words' sentiment
(Hatzivassiloglou & McKeown, 2002). It can either be positive or negative value.
It can be used as a tagger to determine whether the sentence is positive or negative.
In nature language processing, all the sentiment words can either have a positive
or negative orientation (Hatzivassiloglou & McKeown, 2002). The positive and
negative here means two polarity.

WordNet

It is a special dictionary which is based on the relation between terms. Thus, this
can also be known as the lexical database for English (Miller, 1995). And the same
research by Miller (1995) also mentioned that the library serves for English which
makes it much more popular than other libraries.

Synset

Kamps, Marx, Mokken and Rijke (2004) illustrated that synset here means a set
of terms with similar orientation or sentiment score. The definition of it comes
from WordNet, WordNet library divided terms or phrases into different groups
(Kamps, Marx, Mokken & Rijke, 2004). Phrases or terms in the same group
contain the similar orientation and sentiment score..

Subjective

According to the definition in the dictionary, ‘it means that an individual who
possesses conscious experiences, such as perspectives, feelings, beliefs, and
desires.’ (Solomon, 2005).

Objective

This is the opposite meaning of subjectivity, according to its definition in
dictionary. ‘It is like a description about one thing without any personal emotions
from anyone.’

Gold standard

It is a subjective score or opinion of a term which can be applied to evaluate the
sentiment score.

Stop words

Stop words are words in a document which doesn't have any orientation like
conjunctions or prepositions (Zainuddin & Selamat, 2014). These words can also
be named as boring words (Zainuddin & Selamat, 2014).

opinion lexicon

Ding, Liu and Lu (2005) proposed that opinion lexicon also named sentiment
lexicon in this study, it represents the lexicon only contains sentiment words like
adverbs, adjectives or verbs. This kind of lexicon can be used to implement the
sentiment analysis system (Ding, Liu & Lu, 2005).

POS Tagger

‘It also means Part of Speech Tagger, it means that we can give every words in a
sentence a part of speech.’(Stanfordedu, 2016)
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With explaining definitions of these words, it will be much easier to understand the
literature describing the sentiment analyse in the following parts.

2.4 Term orientation
Terms and words have their own orientation, for example, terms like ‘good’ and
‘fantastic’ normally carry the positive orientation. However, some terms like ‘bad’ and
‘horrible’ represent negative sentiment. Thus, using an approach to determine the
orientation of words and terms is one of the main tasks to help to make the opinion mining
process more precisely. Several challenges which opinion mining is facing now days have
reduced the correct rate of sentiment analysis (Vinodhini & Chandrasekaran, 2012).
Vinodhini and Chandrasekaran (2012) proposed that the first one is that terms may
contain different orientation in totally different sentences, which can also be called
disambiguation of words. For example, sentences ‘One of the advantage feature of iPad
pro is that the screen is big.’ and ‘The computer is too big to carry with me.’ Both have
the word ‘big’, however, they have totally different orientation on different occasions.
Vinodhini and Chandrasekaran (2012) also added that another challenge is that people
may have different ways to express their feeling. For example, sentences ‘I hate this
picture.’ and ‘I don’t like this picture.’ express the similar meaning, however, they used
the term with totally different orientation.
I’m going to focus on the orientation of terms to find out what is the best way to calculate
the orientation of terms. In one research, Ding and Liu (2005) proposed an assumption to
use the linguistic rule to solve the opinion mining problem. They used the feedback of
products as ground truth train the data set. In their approach, they did the data mining
with the obvious opinion words which can represent the orientation of a sentence as a
features of the product. However, this kind of methodology is not always able to help to
make the right decision. Especially it happens while it is trying to processing some words
doesn’t even have a clearly orientation of either positive and negative like ‘big’. For
example, the feedback of a product says ‘I like the screen of the mobile phone because it
is big.’, it is difficult for a system to identify its real orientation with the approach
proposed by Ding and Liu (2005).
In additional another finding by Hazivassiloglou and McKeown (1997) showed us, it is
also possible to use another way to figure out the orientation of sentence with another
linguistic rule. The researchers illustrated that they used the adjective pairs, two adjectives
which are conjoined by conjunctions like ‘and’, ‘but’ and ‘however’, to classify the
sentiment words. These pairs will help to generate a graph by treating the words as nodes
and treating the conjunctions as edge. For different kinds of conjunctions there will be
different kinds of edges named ‘same orientation edges’ and ‘different orientation edges’
respectively. In this way, there will be multiple sub graphs to be generated. With this
graph, a cluster algorithm will be used to divide all the sentiment words into two words,
positive and negative.
Based on the analysis of previous research, it seems simply applying linguist rule is
absolutely not the best way for sentiment analysis system implementation, thus we need
to find some other approaches from the previous research. Another approach proposed by
Ding and Liu (2005) illustrated in their article that, it is possible to uses multiple features
(f1, ..., fn) in a sentence as a vector which describes product in a feedback. At the same
time, sentiment words (W1, ..., Wm) also need to be picked out. If the sentence used
sentiment shifter words or phrase (e.g. but, except for...), they used the following formula
to calculate the opinion orientation of the features respectively:
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𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑓, 𝑠) = ∑
𝑊𝑗∈𝑆

𝑊𝑗. 𝑆𝑂
𝑑(𝑊𝑗, 𝑓)

In this approach, they used (wi, f) to represent the distance. At here they defined the
‘distance’ as the amount of words between the description of the sentiment words Wi and
the feature f. The expression wj*SO represents the sentiment of the word wj. In additional
in this formula, the feature itself can be the opinion word as well. After calculating, if the
final score is positive then the feature which described in this sentence is positive,
otherwise, the sentence is negative (Ding & Liu, 2005).
Except for this approach, the way Popescu and Etzioni (2005) defined the orientation of
opinion word, they used three linguistic rules to defined an algorithm which infers the
orientation of some unlabelled opinion words. And these words are either labelled or
obvious orientation opinion words. And they also provided the following four linguist
rules to make the document processing:
1. Using feedbacks with conjunctions to infer the orientation of an opinion word.
2. Subordinate clause can also help to infer the orientation if there are no
conjunctions like ‘And’.
3. The two rules above can also be applied on inter-sentence occasion.
4. The last one if that the synonyms words of an opinion word in describing a feature
have the same orientation of the latter word while describing the same feature.
On the top of this, another method which have applied holistic lexicon-based approach
have been proposed by Ding, Liu and Yu (2008). In their research, ‘Ding, Liu and Yu
(2008) solved the problem by exploiting external evidence and linguistic conventions of
nature language expressions’.
On the top of this, Ding, Liu and Yu (2008) also added at the end of the research that this
research mainly can be applied on some specific occasions. For example, is works either
when the opinion words are context dependent or there are some special words.
As for the economical field, there is also some other way to determine the sentiment
orientation. In the e-commerce industry, which is a quite popular industry in the current
age, because customers can have much more options. There is should be a huge challenge
generated with its advantages for customers to buy the exact product they need. Because
sometimes based on the information provided by the seller can be misleading. However,
the good new is that customer can select the product based on the feedback from other
customers. Different from the previous one in this research which used product feedbacks.
In this approach, Ghose, Ipeirotis and Sundararajan (2007) proposed a method to use a
reputation system to solve the problem properly.
The main idea of Ghose, Ipeirotis and Sundararajan (2007)’s research is to use
econometrics instead of simply analysing the linguist relations or the sentiment analyse.
In their experiment, they applied the feedback data from Amazon.com make sure the
quality of experiment samples. Through analysing the relation between reputation system
and price premiums, In Ghose, Ipeirotis and Sundararajan (2007)’s assumption, the
reputation of merchant has multiple dimensions which can be converted to a vertex X =
(X1, X2, X3, X4, ...). The vertex can be applied to formula to determine the price
premium:
PricePermiumij∑ 𝐵𝑒 ∗ 𝑋𝑐𝑖𝑗 + fij + ij + Bt1*∏(𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑡)𝑖𝑗 + Bt2 *
*∏(𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟)𝑖𝑗.
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This seems to be a quite complex formula, however, it is not so difficult to understand
after analysing the meaning a bit. The basic idea is to give weight to different dimensions
of the reputation and find out the difference by using these data.
In this approach proposed by Harary (1969), the words or terms were connected with each
other based on the relation in the WordNet. In this way, Harary (1969) have created a
dual graph. Synonymies were connected with each other by relation edges. According to
the basic knowledge of graph theory, we can know that in a simple graph, it is possible
for us to find the shortest distance route from one point to another point with Dijkstra or
Floyd shortest path finding algorithm. In the theory, they define the distance between two
words as the connection between these two words (even if there are some exceptions, e.g.:
distance (good, bad) = 4 and the route is <good, sound, heavy, big, bad>). To solve this
kind if the exception, Kamps et al. (2004) also proposed three formulas to calculate three
dimensions of the orientation of the term or word. For the evaluative factor, the formula:
EVA(w) =

𝑑(𝑤,𝑏𝑎𝑑)−𝑑(𝑤,𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑)
𝑑(𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑,𝑏𝑎𝑑)

can help to give the evidence to give the orientation to ‘w’. For the potency factor, another
formula:
POT(w) =

𝑑(𝑤,𝑤𝑒𝑎𝑘)−𝑑(𝑤,𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔)
𝑑(𝑤𝑒𝑎𝑘,𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔)

can help to determine the potency of a term or word. As for the activity factor, the
formula:
ACT(w) =

𝑑(𝑤,𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒)−𝑑(𝑤,𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒)
𝑑(𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒,𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒)

will also help in opinion mining. As for the accuracy of this approach, according to their
testing result, they have reached approximately 60-80% accuracy which is in an
acceptable range.
In Kim and Hovy (2004)’s research, they were aimed at solving the problem based on a
given topic and group of opinions.
For the word classification part, Kim and Hovy (2004) also start from two small groups
which are positive and negative respectively. The researchers defined these two groups
seed group. With these seed groups, Kim and Hovy (2004) started to extern the initial sets
by adding words from WordNet by iterations. In this approach, they added synonyms of
positive set and antonyms of the negative set to positive set. On the contrary, the
synonyms of negative set and antonyms of the positive set were added to the negative set.
After this process, they got 5880 positive subjective and 6233 negative subjective in total,
as for verbs, they got 2840 positive ones and 3239 negative ones. In order to solve the
problem that some words like ‘strong’ can be put both into a positive and negative
category, Kim and Hovy (2004) used the strength of sentiment to analyze this problem.
To calculate this precisely, used a formula to calculate the probability that a new word
belongs to the sets. The formula is that:
argmax P(c) =

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑖,𝑐)
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑐)

In this formula, count (syni, c) means that how many times have the new word’s
synonyms has appeared in the existing category c and count(c) means the total numbers
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of words in current category. ‘c’ can either be a positive set of a negative set. Thus, for
any two words, there will be two results. Thus, the orientation of these two words can be
determined by these two value. For example, a new word ‘abysmal’ can be judged to
negative because the two value which it has been calculated is ([+:0.3811] [-:0.6188]).
However, Kim and Hovy (2004)’s result of different orientation of words will somehow
influence the result of the the sentence sentiment analyze. Sometimes a word may have a
totally different sentiment in the sentence comparing taking it along. For this, our
researchers also designed a model to predict the sentiment in a sentence more precisely.
And the process is consisted of the following procedures:
(1) Finding out the possessor of the sentence. However, it is possible to have more
than one possessor existing in the sentence. Thus, the one which is closer to topic
one should be chosen then.
(2) Pick out the sentiment category. Based on their research result, the sentiment
category should be selected by combining words in the sentence till the end of
file.
(3) Defining the model based on the formula:
P(c, s) = 10n(c)-1*∏𝑛𝑖=1 𝑝(𝑐|𝑤𝑖)
if argmax p (cj, wi) = c in this formula, n(c) means the number of words in category c. If
there are more words in the region which belongs to positive category, then the sentence
can be judged to be positive.

2.5 Machine learning algorithms for sentiment analyse
Algorithm is the soul of a system, especially for some automatic systems. As for an
automatic feedback analysing system, it is even more important to apply an appropriate
algorithm to do the sentiment analyse and opinion mining. Because algorithm of such
kind of system will directly influence the accuracy the sentiment analyse result and it will
contribute to the final evaluation of the system.
The following algorithms, such as Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machine, K-nearest
neighbour algorithm and Winnow algorithm, are some popular machine learning
approaches which have been wildly used in the sentiment analysing field (Vinodhini &
Chandrasekaran, 2012).

2.5.1 Naïve Bayes algorithm
Xi, Zong and Li, S. (2011) illustrated in their research that the naïve Bayes algorithm
which has been applied to classified the documents comes from the Bayes formula.
Exactly like some other classification algorithms, we can use mathematic expressions
P(cpos|d) and P(cneg|d) to represent the groups. Narayanan, Arora and Bhatia, A. (2013)
proposed that according to the Bayes rule, the formula can be:
𝑃(𝑐𝑖|𝑑) =

𝑃(𝑑|𝑐𝑖) ∗ 𝑃(𝑐𝑖)
𝑃(𝑑)

and:
𝑃(𝑑|𝑐𝑖) = ∏ 𝑃(𝑥𝑗|𝑐𝑖)
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which ∏ P(xj|ci)) means probability, all the words appear in the document, belongs to
category ci.

Generate the orientation of all the words or terms.
Remove the boring words in the ducument and take out
the rest of words or terms.
Caculate the probability of the appearance of category
positive and negative.
Caculate the value of the probability that document
belongs to positive and negative category respectively.
Figure 2. The process of applying Naïve Bayes to determine the sentiment orientation (Xi & Li,
2011)

The figure 1 above showed the main process that Xi and Li (2011) implemented the naïve
Bayes classify algorithm in their research.
How to process the negations, also called Negation Handling, is the most important issue
which determine whether the classifier is useful or not, especially in sentiment analysis
field. Because negation processing in one of the biggest challenge in sentiment analysis.
Thus, Narayanan, Arora and Bhatia, A. (2013) provided an algorithm by using variable
to store the negation state to solve it. In their implementing, the accuracy on test set
reached up to 88.80% based on their test.

2.5.2 Support Vector Machine
Support vector machine is an algorithm which has normally been applied as a classifier
for sentiment analysis and solving the linguistic problems (Thelwall, Buckley &
Paltoglou, 2011). In this approach, they convert all the document into vectors as any other
machine learning algorithm. The core idea of this approach is to find out a hyper-plane
which divides these vectors into two parts represent positive and negative in sentiment
analysing respectively.
The training process of classifier is aimed at finding a feature vector  which make the
formula:
Z = Tx+b
and:
𝑔(𝑧) =

1
1 + 𝑒 −𝑧

Thus, The process needs to generate the vector  and offset value b with training datasets
(Weston, 2014). And the following figure 2 showed the process that the way that
Zainuddin and Selamat (2014) used in their research.
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Select training datasets to generate the support vector
machine.
Remove the stop words for the document, lower-case
convernt and tokenization.(preprocessing method)
Convent the input datainto a set of feature based on the
Term-weighting Schema.

Use the training data set to generate the vector  and
offset value b in the formula above.
Figure 3. The process of applying SVM to determine the sentiment orientation (Zainuddin &
Selamat, 2014)

Support vector machine is aimed at solving sentiment analysis problems from a variety
of information source which can be the advantage of this approach. And it is possible to
use it to implement a tool to determined the subjective terms and objective terms.
However, its barrier is that this is a binary classifying approach which makes it not a good
approach to implement a lexicon library. (Mullen & Collier, 2004).

2.5.3 K-nearest neighbor algorithm
K-nearest neighbour algorithm, also named KNN algorithm, is a quite easy to understand
but also useful approach which can be applied in sentiment analysis. It is a unsupervised
learning approach because it requires initial datasets to have category labels attached for
the training process.
In the implementing process of this approach, the first step is to convert all the document
to only one vector which is totally different from the previous two classification
algorithms. And use |L| to represent the length of the vector. As for the features in the
vector, it can either be the appearance frequency of the word or the sentiment polarity of
each words (Li, Yu & Lu, 2004). For implementing, Tan and Zhang (2008) use the this
classify algorithm to find the k-th nearest vectors among all the existing training sets. And
build synsets with the classify result. The last step is to determine the category by
comparing the category of these k vectors.
The formula which Tan and Zhang (2008) designed is as followed:
Score(d,ci) =∑ 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑑, 𝑑𝑗)(dj,ci)
In this formula, dj means one of the kth similar document. And (dj,ci) is equal to 1 if dj
belongs to category i, otherwise, it equals to 0. Thus, the process diagram is drawn below.
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Select the training dataset to the KNN algorithm
generating

Convernt the input datasets into vectors like
d(w1,w2,w3,...wn)

Using 80% training set to generate the classifier, and use
the rest 20% training data to find a suitable value k
The system just find out k documents which are closest
to new document. And the current document can be
classified to the category which had appear the most.
Figure 4. The process of applying KNN to determine the sentiment orientation (Tan
2008)

& Zhang,

2.5.4 Winnow
'Winnow is a quite famous online mistake-driven method' (Vinodhini & Chandrasekaran,
2012). It is a quite old approach which had literature described it approximately 20 years
ago. By continually updating the weight of an array in a sequence of trail, this approach
can be implemented (Tan & Zhang, 2007). However, it is not a commonly used approach
now.
There are still some advantages of it. First of all, it can be trained with data sets quickly.
On the top of that, is can also works well in classifying irrelevant features especially when
the data is dynamic (Tan & Zhang, 2007). The equation below is the core theory for the
algorithm:
𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝑤 ∗ 𝑥 + 𝑏)
This is used for linear and binary classification. The process is as below:
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Select the dataset for the winnow algorithm training

Convernt the input datasets into vectors like
d(w1,w2,w3,...wn)
chech if (w1*x1 + w2*x2+w3*x3+...+wn*xn+b) > 0. If
the result is yes put the data in category positive.
Otherwise, put it into negative category.
Go through the previous processes to find out the
stable dividing line.
Figure 5. The process of applying Winnow to determine the sentiment orientation (Tan
Zhang, 2008)

&

2.5.5 Algorithms analyze
All these algorithms are classification algorithms which can be used to create the
sentiment lexicon. Two of them are used for binary classification and another two are
used for multiple classification. Based on the articles that I have read, most researches are
applying Support Vector Machine for binary classification. And used K-th Nearest
Neighbor algorithm to implement the multiple classification.

2.6 Tools and libraries
In order to analyse the data, I need enough valuable source data to support out analysing.
For example, normally sentiment analyse will probably use machine learning to make the
opinion mining much more precisely. Most of the research needs some sets of seeds to
start the learning process. Thus, a lexical resource explicitly devised for sentiment
classification and opinion mining is required for the application to analyse the feedback.

2.6.1 SentiWordNet
In order to analyse the data, I need enough valuable source data to support out analysing.
For example, normally sentiment analyse will probably use machine learning to make the
opinion mining much more precisely. Most of the research needs some sets of seeds to
start the learning process. Thus, a lexical resource explicitly devised for sentiment
classification and opinion mining is required for the application to analyse the feedback.
Baccianella, Esuli and Sebastiani (2010) have introduced a lexical resource for with
sentiment score for synset which is named SentiWordNet 3.0. It is an advanced version
based on SentiWordNet 1.0 (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006), SentiWordNet 1.1 (Esuli and
Sebastiani, 2007b), SentiWordNet 2.0 (Esuli, 2008).
The oldest version SentiWordNet 1.0 (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006) is the first version
lexical source they have created. And SentiWordNet 1.1 (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2007b)
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seems like a beta version which haven’t reached the publication stage. As for the
SentiWordNet 2.0 (Esuli, 2008), it is the previous one than the SentiWordNet 3.0.
In the version of SentiWordNet 3.0, the researcher had quite a lot improvement from the
previous one. The biggest improvement is about the annotation. In this version, the
lexicon library has applied random-walk after convergence has been reached. And this
improvement will help to improve the sentiment score of synsets by building a tighter
relationship between initial data and semi-supervised learning outcome (Baccianella,
Esuli & Sebastiani, 2010).
The way in which SentiWordNet3.0 created the lexicon library applied semi-machine
learning approach. The approach is aimed at dividing the synsets(the definition of the
word ‘synset’ is a group of words which have the similar meaning) into three categories:
positive, negative and objective. The positive synset has a positive sentiment score, the
negative synset has a negative score and objectives synset's sentiment score is 0. The
strength of the sentiment is based on the absolute value of the sentiment score. The higher
sentiment score it has the stronger sentiment it contains. And in addition, based on the
rule of SentiWordNet, all these scores are in the range between [0.0,1.0] (Esuli and
Sebastiani, 2006).
The algorithm which Baccianella, Esuli and Sebastiani (2010) has been applied to
generated the SentiWordNet 3.0 is quite similar to K-th nearest algorithm. The research
illustrated that it mainly contains two steps. Through the document of the SentiWordNet
3.0, I have learned that the first step is to use semi-supervised learning algorithm to
generate two synsets. One is the positive category and another is the negative category.
This step is pretty much like the binary classification. After getting these two synsets, it
requires to match the synsets in WordNet to either positive or negative synsets. During
this process, it is possible to classify the these two synset into smaller synsets with random
walk.
These changes make that SentiWordNet 3.0 have increased improved 19.48% for ranking
by positivity and 21.96% ranking by negativity comparing with the previous version
(Baccianella, Esuli & Sebastiani, 2010).

2.6.2 SenticNet
SenticNet 2.0 is another comprehensive sematic resource which helps to develop
applications for sentiment analyzing and opinion mining as well. There are some
differences between SenticNet 2.0 and some other resources like SentiWordNet and
WNA. One important aspect is that SenticNet has less limitation and noise.
In additional, (Musto, Semeraro & Polignano, 2015) illustrated in their research that
SentiWordNet is a lexical resource which is used to be applied in the implement of
sentiment analyze applications. Judging from the previous information which has been
provided, it seems that this can be a good library for current research. However, SentiNet
is a lexical resource for the concept-level analyses which makes it not so suitable for the
implementing of current sentiment analysis system. And based on the statistics from the
internet, most of the applications which have been implemented for the research is using
SentiWorldNet3.0 instead of SenticNet.
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3.

Method

In this chapter, I will discuss some detail about the research methodology that I have used
in my study. In 3.1, I will have a brief introduction about my research, and 3.2 provides
the explanation of constructive research and explain how I’m going to carry out this
research method in my study.

3.1 Research method
In this study, I’m planning to implement a sentiment analysis system which can go
through the test data in depression field. It means all the following research will base on
the system.
The way to the research can be regard as a circular process. First of all, I need to review
literature based on the research questions. During this process, I can figure out the
difficulty which I many have and select some existing solutions which can be used to help
my research. After that, an assumption can be provided for the solution, based on the
literature review. The assumption contains stuff like the guideline of the implement,
library to be used and structure of the system. Thus, there will be no difficulty in
implement the system with these details. With the implemented product, I need to collect
data to test the system utility for sources related to depression medical treatments. At last,
the system can be evaluated based on the test result and it is possible to point out the
barriers of the existing system for another iteration of research.
The following figure showed the process of my research.
Review
Related
Research

Evaluate the
System

Test the
System

Provide
Assumption
for Solution

Implement
the System

Figure 1. The process the research

Through the process, it is obvious to see that I have applied constructive research as
design research in my study. Thus in the next part, I will have a introduce about the
constructive research.
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3.2 Apply constructive research
The study and implement of this thesis are not operated in an industrial environment. And
it doesn’t have any technical or organisational restrictions. With the suggestion from the
supervisor I selected constructive research as my research method. Constructive research
also named design research, always plays an important role in Engineering, Computer
Science and Information Systems (Crnkovic, 2010), can be executed based on
implementing an artefact which helps people and collecting the test result. And using the
result to analyze the barriers so that it is possible to improve the product in a couple of
iterations.
For this research, I had three iterations in the cycle. In result analyzed of the first cycle, I
realized that in my first version of implementing I did not notice words disambiguation.
So I found a solution for it by using the reference of WordNet library. In the review of
the second iteration, there were some bugs in the processing sentiment shifter phrase.
Thus, I started the third cycle to fix the bug.
The following diagram is the framework of design research, proposed by Hevner, March,
Park and Ram (2004). In their point of view based on the research, design research is
based on the requirement of social needs, for example, the depression treatment
evaluation. On the top of this social problem, it is possible to find out some research
questions to continue the research. And build up an artefact to resolve these problems.
Then, it will follow by several iterations of improving the solution.

Environment

IS Research

People:

Foundation:

- Roles
- Capabilities

Develope/Build:

- Characteristics

- Theories
- Artifacts

- Application
- Communication

- Instruments
- Constructures

- Instatiations

- Structure & Cultures

- Infrastructure

- Frameworks

- Methods

- stategies

Technology:

- Theories

- Models

Organizations:

- Processes

Knowledge
Base

Justify/Evaluate:

Methodologies:

- Analytical

- Data Analyze Techniques

- Case study

- Formalisms

-Experiment

- Measures

-Field study

- Validation Criteria

-Simulation

Figure 2. Design Research framework (Hevner, March, Park & Ram, 2004)
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Applying this framework to my research, so that I can resolve the problems in my research
questions. In order to achieve the goal, I collected a lot of options from previous research
and made a guideline build the system implementing. In testing part, I need to find some
data source which can be used to test different aspects of the system. Then, I need to
analyze the test result to figure out the problem of the system and provide solutions for
the future work.
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4.

Implementing

This chapter is about the implementing of the system. It includes the libraries and
techniques which have been applied in the system. In 4.2, it provided the process of the
system implementing with code and description.

4.1 Technology stack
All the systems need to be developed in different system and different languages. So does
this sentiment analysis system. Thus, I will have an introduction of the hardware and
software requirement of the system running.
The system has two parts, one of them is the front-end and the other one is back-end. Both
of these are developed on Mac OS X. However, they are implemented with different
language. The front-end is developed with Unity3D 5.3.1, and it is response for accepting
the input from user and transfer the data to back-end. The back-end is implemented with
python2.7 and it handles all the logical issues like processing document, calculating
sentiment score and sentiment lexicon loading.
The system doesn’t have much requirements for the hardware. However, in order to make
the system runs faster while processing big data, it requires 2.6 GHz CPU and 4G RAM
as under-layer.

4.2 Libraries and packages
Libraries and packages are one of the most important components in programming and it
may consist of data, configuration, functions and related documents. In order to produce
the system with a better performance, I used three libraries to help to develop the system.
They are SentiWordNet 3.0, Stop-words and NLTK, these libraries are all wildly applied
on some other sentiment analyzing projects for different uses. Thus, they are proved to
be a reliable tool for this research as well.

4.2.1 SentiWordNet 3.0
In this implementation, I am using SentiWordNet 3.0 as a lexical resource to support the
sentiment analyze part of the feedback system. This library was chosen because
SentiWordNet 3.0 is more suitable for implement sentiment analyze and opinion mining
application (Musto, Semeraro & Polignano, 2015).
According to the official instruction, SentiWordNet is distributed under the AttributionShareAlike 3.0 Uported (CC BY-SA 3.0) license, which means that it is free to copy and
redistributed in any format and for all the purpose, even for commercial. And the data is
stored in .TXT format, which is convenient to read with python.

4.2.2 Stop-words
In the progress of processing sentiment, one of the important processes is to remove stop
words. Stop words are words which doesn’t contain much orientation and haven’t any
influence in processing the document like preposition and some kind of conjunctions like
‘and’ (Zainuddin & Selamat, 2014). Some related research has also done this before
processing the document (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2005). This library contains 18 different
kinds of languages and can be used easily in the implementing chapter with python.
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Thus, in this project, I selected the Stop-words library which was produced by
(Alireza ,2014) to filter the words which don't influence the orientation of the sentiment
so that it will rapidly improve the efficiency of the system by reducing some meaningless
input data.

4.2.3 NLTK
NLTK also means Natural Language Toolkit, it is a library which is specially developed
for helping the nature language processing. It not only has quite many lexical resources
to support the sentiment analyze of the document but also have methods like sentence
punctuation, word tokenizer and more (Hawking, 2000). NLTK is normally applied for
research work. And its functions are extremely helpful for language related projects.
In this research, I have used NLTK to handle the basic preprocessing procedure of data,
such as getting Part-of-Speech of words and splitting the sentences into words, and
applied an electronic lexical resource ‘WordNet’ and some functions based on the lexical
to build the relation between ‘WordNet’ and ‘SentiWordNet 3.0’ to solve the senses
disambiguation problem.

4.3 Implement process
Based on the instruction of the book written by Liu, (2010) pointed out that the process
of sentiment analyze include four main steps. The first is to mark the sentiment words or
phrases from the document which is prepared to be analyzed. Through the polarity of
words, assign the positive terms with score +1 and negative terms with -1. Secondly, find
out the sentiment shifters. Sentiment shifters are terms which can easily modify the
orientation of words, such as ‘not’, ‘very’ and ‘a little bit’. These three words which are
listed will influence the orientation of sentiment words in different aspects. Negation
words like ‘not’ and ‘never’ will totally turn the orientation of the words, however, there
is also intensifier like ‘more’ and downtoners like ‘slightly’ will also influence the
orientation of words. The third step is to handle the conjunctions. (Ding & Liu, 2007)
illustrated in their research that conjunctions can be processed by the linguistic rules to
support the determination of sentiment orientation. And the final one is integration, it is
aimed at organizing and managing the outcomes which had formed conclusions in the
previous procedures.
Based on these four basic processes, I also provided another set of procedures to achieve
the goal with the support of other literature and several times implementing-evaluation
cycles. Finally, I provide a solution to implement the system with following five steps:
read the profile, word tokenizes, remove punctuation, process sentiment
shifter/conjunctions and calculating the score as shown in Figure 4. The main idea which
I got to achieve the goal is to convert the document into equations and modify the
operators and numbers based on some rules to construct a more suitable equation so that
I can get a more precisely result.

read profile

sentence
tokenize

remove
punctuation

process
sentiment
shifters and
conjunction
s

Figure 4. Process to implement the sentiment analysis system

caculating
the score
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4.3.1 Equation generating rules
In order to generate some equations with the existing document, it is very necessary to
set up a set of rules. In this case, I need some rules to deal with the situation which
sentiment shifters or conjunctions appears in the sentence. And I also need a standard to
restrict the build-up of the equation.
As for this project, I have finalised three rules to build up the equations with the
documents:
1. Each word can be assigned with the value which appears in the SentiWordNet 3.0
as the number in the equation.
In the library of SentiWordNet 3.0, different synset contains different orientations
(Baccianella, Esuli & Sebastiani, 2010). Thus, I need to find the which synset that the
word in the document belongs to and assign the orientation of the synset to the words in
the equation.
2. Negations in sentiment shifter will directly reverse the orientation of words by
multiplying -1 to current orientation. Intensifier and downtoners will enhance or
decrease the strength of words orientation by multiplying 2 and 0.5 to the current
orientation respectively.
Sentiment shifter is also called valence shifters; it can change the orientation of words
rapidly. To deal with the negations, I used the way that (Liu, 2010) did in his research.
For the intensifier and downtoners, I strengthen the orientation of words which has been
influenced by intensifier and weaken the orientation of words under the control of
downtoners.
3. The conjunctions like ‘and’ will not be taken into consideration in the project,
however, the appearance of some conjunctions like ‘but’ and ‘however’ will
remove the sentiment of some sentences.
Conjunctions appear frequently in written sentiment expressions, and it always rapidly
increases difficulty of analyzing the orientation of the sentence as well. For example, in
the customer’s feedback of a movie, I may probably see a comment like “Even though
the story is too boring, however, I like the scenery.”. In this sentence, it includes both
positive and positive adjectives, thus, it can be a hard job for the system to determine the
orientation of the sentence. However, based on human’s judgment I can easily infer that
the orientation of the feedback is positive. Popescu and O. Etzioni (2005) provided the
solution to analyse sentiment based on these conjunctions. And I used the similar ways
in their research to process the document and remove some useless information which
doesn’t belong to document writes’ opinion.

4.3.2 Process description
I wrote in the previous that I have applied five measures: read the profile, word tokenizer,
remove punctuation, process sentiment shifter/conjunctions and calculating the score. In
the following space, I will explain each one and introduce the way that I implemented
each specific steps.
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Read Profile
In the project, I wrote the negations, intensifier, downtoners and conjunctions into Json,
so that it will be much more convenient for to get the data. There are two files which have
been used to save these data. One of them named SentimentShifter.json save the list of
negations, intensifier and downtoners based on (World Heritage Encyclopedia, 2013 &
Grammarlycom, 2016)’s solution and Conjunction.json saved negations which
(Yourdictionarycom, 2016) proposed in a list. The format of the Json file is like:
{
“negation”:[
{“never”:[“”]},
.
{“not”:[“”]}
],
.
“increment”:[
{“amazingly”:[“”]},
{“very”:[“”]}
]
}
I convent these data into lists as the project just start to run with Json analyzer in python
library, the following code shows the way that I read negations from file and save it in
the dictionary:
import json
data = json.load(f)
negation = data.get('negation', None)
if negation is not None:
for element in data['negation']:
for key in element:
SentimentShifter[key] = "Neg"
In the code above, the key of the dictionary is the negation word and the corresponding
value is the label that marks the word as negation.
SentiWordNet data will be also be loaded with the following code:
def get_score(filePath, word):
f = open(filePath)
for line in f:
if not line.startswith("#"):
cols = split_line(line)
words = get_words(cols)
if word in words:
print(get_gloss(cols))
Word Tokenize and Remove Punctuation
In this step, the general idea is to split the document into sentences based on their
punctuation and split the sentences into words as well. After removed all the punctuations,
the document will be stored in a two-dimensional array as the format of words groups so
that it will be much easier to process in the later stage. In order to achieve the goal of
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punctuating the document, the method I applied in the project is to traverse the list which
consists of elements with both word and Part-of-Speech. During this process, the code
needs to collect all the words with its Part-of-Speech between two punctuations and put
these words inside one list, thus each list can be considering to be one sentence. For
documents with multiple sentences, all the sentences with list format will be added to
another list. In this way, the two two-dimensional array was successfully constructed.
Another thing needs to be mentioned is that before this, I did this, it is also needed to get
the Part-of-Speech with the help of NLTK so that it will contribute to word sense
disambiguation phrase. To achieve this, I used the code:
import nltk
SentenceWithPoS = nltk.pos_tag(nltk.word_tokenize(str))
As for the purpose of generating a list which contains the Part-of-Speech of words and
the list can be used to process with the method proposed above.
process sentiment shifter/conjunctions
In order to analyze the sentiment of the sentence, I also need to distinguish the category
of the words first. The reason why I did it is that normally sentiment shifters and
conjunctions are terms which are only used to influence the sentiment words. Thus, I
don’t need to calculate the orientation of these words. In the project, I matched all the
words in the two-dimensional array and the list which I generated with Json file in the
beginning and mark the words with tag ‘Neg’, ‘Inc’, ‘Dow’ and ‘Con’. Among these tags,
‘Neg’ means the word is negation and the tag ‘Inc’ means the word is an intensifier while
‘Dow’ represent a downtones, ‘Con’ means conjunctions. The code to implement this is
as below:
def ProcessWord(word):
#check negation/increment/downtoner words first
if AFX.SentimentShifter.has_key(word) is True:
return AFX.SentimentShifter[word]
#than mark if it is a conjunction
if AFX.Conjunction.has_key(word) is True:
return "Con"
#check the stop words tag
if word in get_stop_words('english'):
return "Bor"
Through the comment out also explained the process of processing the words. Firstly, it
needs to mark the sentiment shifters. Then, the conjunctions of words need to be marked
as well. For the last step, I need to remove the boring words which doesn’t have any
influence to the sentence orientation.
Calculating the Score
In this phase, there are two main tasks to complete. The first one is aimed at getting the
corresponding score of the words which appears in the sentence with synset in the
SentiWordNet 3.0. And the second task is to get the total amount of score of the document
with some algorithm.
In the SentiWordNet 3.0 library, each word may possibly belong to multiple synset which
has different orientation. Thus, how to solve the senses disambiguation problem is the
key to fulfilling the first task. (word sense disambiguation in sentiwordnet python, 2016)
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provided two solutions for word sense disambiguation in SentiWordNet which doesn’t
requires any other extra libraries from other close source organization on:
(1) Using Part of Speech of word to help to determine the sense.
(2) Calculating the cosine similarity between the document and gloss in WordNet to
select the right sense.
Thus, in this project, I applied both approaches to solving the word sense disambiguation
problem. In this process, I used Nature Language Tool Kit to figure out mark every word
in the document with their Part of Speech. Right after this, I selected every gloss in
SentiWordNet contains the same Part of Speech with the origin word. This will
dramatically narrow selecting range of selecting the sample and will filter some senses of
words which surely don't belong to the origin ones. After that, I calculated the cosine
similarity between the origin document and target glosses. As I described in the literature
review part, the larger the cosine similarity between two document. The more possible
that two document have the similar meaning. And if two documents have similar meaning,
the more possibility that the common words of the documents will have the exactly same
senses.
This approach will solve the word senses disambiguation problem; it may not be that
accurate but will still have the close orientation between two words. Through the code
below I have a much clearer understanding of this:
def return_all_gloss(filePath, word, pos):
#finding all the glosses of the words, and filter the senses
#with different Part of Speech
gloss = {}
f = open(filePath)
for line in f:
if not line.startswith("#"):
cols = split_line(line)
words = get_words(cols)
if words.has_key(word):
if
AFX.GetWordNetPoS(word,words[word],pos) is True:
gloss[get_gloss(cols)]
=
get_objective(cols)
For the remaining glosses, they normally contain the similar orientation even though they
sometimes have different scores. In order to get a much more precisely score the words,
I applied the cosine similarity algorithm to calculate the actual score. The algorithm is
exactly like the description in the literature part. I need to calculate the term frequency all
the glosses and the document waiting for the orientation evaluation. The code below
generated a term frequency vector for the untreated data (remaining glosses and the origin
document):
def TermFrequency(List,L):
dictionary = {}
Vector = {}
for w in List:
if dictionary.has_key(w) is False:
dictionary[w] = 1
else:
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dictionary[w] += 1
for w in L:
value = dictionary.get(w,0)
Vector[w] = value
return Vector
With these vectors, it is not difficult to calculate the cosine similarity between each two
documents. Our goal is to compare the cosine similarity of all the glosses-origin document
pair. Thus, I just need to call the function below and pass the parameter with origin
document term frequency vector and glosses term frequency vector:
def Caculate(Doc1, Doc2):
#Genetate two document into list, and Add
List1 = Generate(Doc1)
List2 = Generate(Doc2)
L = set(List1+List2)
#get the term frequency of two documents
TfDoc1 = TermFrequency(List1,L)
TfDoc2 = TermFrequency(List2,L)
#caculate the cosine similarity
fractions = 0.0
numerator = 0.0
numeA = 0.0
numeB = 0.0
for w in L:
fractions += TfDoc1[w] * TfDoc2[w]
numeA += math.pow(TfDoc1[w],2)
numeB += math.pow(TfDoc2[w],2)
numerator = math.sqrt(numeA) * math.sqrt(numeB)
return fractions/numerator
By comparing the cosine similarity of all these gloss-document pairs, I can finally select
one with the highest score.
With these scores, I can eventually generate a list of triple with every word in an origin
document with the format:
(𝑢′𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑′, 𝑢′𝑝𝑜𝑠′, 𝑡𝑎𝑔)
In this triple, the first element means the actual word in Unicode format and it can be any
words in the document. The second one means the part-of-speech which can be ‘a’, ‘v’,
‘n’ and ‘r’ represent adjective, verb, noun and adverb respectively. As for the element, it
is reflected in the tag of the word. The tag shows the role of the word in the document, it
can be ‘Inc’, ‘Bor’, ‘Dow’, ‘Neg’, ‘Con’ or an actual score of the orientation words which
represent intensifier, boring words, downtoners, negations, conjunctions and score of
words respectively. With the lists of this triple, then I can achieve the final goal of
analyzing the orientation of document by processing the triple with equation generating
rules in the score calculating process.
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Calculating the Score
Aggregate the opinion is the final part of the whole analyzing process. It is aimed at
obtaining a final value for a present the article orientation. However, there are multiple
ways to calculate this value. For instance, one of the studies proposed that it is possible
to simply sum up all the orientations, however, Liu (2012) illustrated in his research that
the distance between orientation word and aspect words like subjects should be taken into
consideration. In that theory, the longer distance between orientation word and aspect
word will have the less weight than shorter distance ones. And the final result is calculated
by summing up all the multiplications of orientation words value and their weight.
In my approach, I applied the rules of processing the document orientation which I
propose in the equation generation rule part. I used the equation for calculating a sum
which represents the orientation of the whole article. In order to solve the problem that
documents may have different length, I divided the sum by the length of the document to
get the average value. The implementation of this function is written in the following
code:
def CaculateASentence(Sentence):
S = State()
for word in Sentence:
tag = AFX.GetWord(word,'Tag')
#if the word has no orientation or it is a
boring word, just ignore it
if tag == 0.0 or tag is "Bor":
continue
if tag is "Con":
S.Clear()
elif tag is "Neg":
#if there is a negative tagged here,
change the state of Sentiment Shifter
S.SenShifterState = -S.SenShifterState
elif tag is "Inc" or tag is "Dow":
S.ChangeMood(tag)
else:
S.Process(tag)
return S.returnScore()
The source code of the sentiment analysis system can be found on the github link below:
https://github.com/MyRookie/SentimentAnalyse
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5.

Analyze on Depression Treatment

Even though depression seems to be a quite tough to cure because it is a mental disease,
however, there are still three categories of treatment which are recommended by doctors
from psychiatry which are called Therapy, Medication and Lifestyle Changes. Each
category contains multiple specific treatments. Among these treatments, some of them
may be quite efficient and some don't help much in the recovery process. Thus, finding a
most helpful way as a treatment can be a quite important clue for a depression patient to
overcome the illness. In order to compare these treatments more precisely, I will apply
the sentiment analyze score of each treatment to support the evaluation.

5.1 Find out the treatment
Depression is a commonly seen disease in recent years with an increasing tendency. And
it is possible to find thousands of treatments which can be found via the internet which
against the depression. Two highly recommended websites which provide treatment by
google are helpguide.org and webmd.com. And these two websites almost involved all
the treatments that are proposed by some other websites. Based on the features of all these
treatments, I can divide them into two categories in total.
The first one is named medical treatment which contains a group of commonly used
medicines. Another category is Psychotherapy, this kind of treatments doesn’t rely on any
medicine, but using some method which is easy to approach, like communication, to solve
the problems. However, the difference of the treatment description between these two
categories are written below:
-

In the medical treatment descriptions, I can get some information about the
ingredients percentage of the medicine. Which doesn’t exist in the Psychotherapy
treatments.
Medical treatments provide the side effect of the medicine, but Psychotherapy
treatment doesn’t actually have any side effects.
Psychotherapy treatment is basically telling you what should be done to improve
the situation.

Due to the existing of these differences, I will have two different evaluation approaches
for both kinds of treatments based on their features.
The table 5-1 below showed the treatments for both medical and Psychotherapy.
Table 5-1. List of treatments (webMD, 2016)

Medical treatment

Psychotherapy

Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs)

Cognitive therapy, behavioural therapy, and
cognitive behavioural therapy

Serotonin and norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors
(SNRIs)

Interpersonal therapy

Tricyclic antidepressants (TCAs)

Individual counselling

Monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs)

Family counselling
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Bupropion

Group counselling

Mirtazapine
Trazodone

5.2 Data for sentiment analysis
There are three groups of data that have been applied in the research for the previous part
which are treatment description, user feedback and side effects of medicine. These data
were acquired from different websites. In the following, I’m going to have a brief
introduction of these data.
These data were all collected from websites including forum which patients discuss
depression, blogs written by patients or professors and some famous websites which are
aimed at helping these depression patients. I tried to collect the data from less source so
that I can prevent the problem that the sentiment given by different source applies the
different golden standard.

5.2.1 Treatment description data
The description of treatments comes from webmd.com, beckinstitute.org, healthline.com
and goodtherapy.org. By googling the keywords ‘Cognitive therapy’, ‘Interpersonal
therapy’, ‘Individual counseling’ and etc. The disadvantage of this approach is that I
collected the data from a different source which means that the evaluations and the
feedbacks were given with different standard. So that it reduced the credibility of test
result a bit. And I have
Despite there is no official ranking between these treatments, comparing with the
description of these treatments, I found out that individual counseling and group
counseling are always standing on the opposite site of treatment. In a lot of articles, they
are used to compare with each other which means it is difficult to tell which one is better
and the existing papers have just proved that different people may adapt to different
treatments (Benefits of Counselling & Ventures, n.d., 2016). In this research, I applied
this article as the data source for testing, it also illustrated that many people do both types
of counseling at their clinics to accommodate various people’s needs but did not give an
obvious result for which one is better.
As for family counseling, due to the data source, I have collected. The article named
Benefits of Counselling (2016) pointed out that family counseling is similar to the group
counselling, the difference is that family counselling is aimed at communicating with
people who are patients’ family members. Thus, they should also have the similar
sentiment score. At the same time, family counseling is able to enhance the relation
between family members and reduce the chance to make the problem getting worse
comparing to group counselling (Benefits of Counselling, 2016). This can be decisive the
evidence to make the ranking of family counseling be a little bit higher than the group
counselling. As for another two, there are no straight evidence which can be applied to
compare with each other. Thus, the test sample is not that valuable.
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5.2.2 Data for depression medicine
Medicine description data mainly comes from two data source, one of them contains the
data source of side effects of the medicines (“Better information. Better health,” 2005)
and another one contains the users’ feedbacks (Drugs, 2000). These data contribute to the
testing different features of the sentiment analysis system.
As for the side effects, I have data source like ‘Side effects are generally mild, but can be
bothersome in some people (webMD, 2016). They include nausea, stomach upset, sexual
problems, fatigue, dizziness, insomnia, weight change, and headaches.’. These kind of
sentences are mostly negative sentiment description for the medicines. In our common
knowledge, we know that the stronger the side effect is the worse the medicine is. Thus,
I used this rule to make the rank list of medicine category.
Another one is users’ feedbacks, these feedbacks are acquired from webmd.com (webMD,
2016). In this website, I can not only get the feedback from the user about one kind of
medicine, but also the overall score given by the user to evaluated the medicine. Thus, I
got test data like ‘PROS- no weight gain, possible sleep aid qualities CONS-withdrawal
(no, it's not like coming off of heroin, I can promise you, but it did cause a rapidly
increasing depression) BONUS-There's a coupon on Pristiq's website to get it for $15’.
Based on these feedbacks, I have gone these medicines with sentiment analysis system to
check out the sentiment score of 50 feedbacks for all medicines.

5.3 Evaluation approaches
In this research, the main purpose is aimed at finding out the best approach through
sentiment analyze. Thus, the I will make a rank list based on the sentiment score of
different treatments and check if the rank list is reasonable. The general approach is to
calculate the sentiment score of different treatments and make a rank list based on their
score. Because of the difference between two categories of treatments, I decided to make
a rank list for both of them.
For medical treatments, it will be determined by two aspects, one is that how efficient the
medicine is and another one is the side effect of the medicine. Thus, in this research, I
will focus on these two because the calculating result of the sentiment analysis system
will represent more about the actual result.

5.3.1 Psychotherapy treatments
Psychotherapy is another common way to help patients to get rid of the suffer from the
depression except for the medical treatments. For psychotherapy, I have selected five
treatments in the list below.
Table 5-2. Description to psychotherapy treatments (Psychotherapy for Depression,2016)
Treatments

Explanation

Cognitive therapy

This therapy is normally processed by having
some assignment for the patients themselves.
And it will help the patients to learn new
approaches to face the situation and
challenge the preconceptions.

Interpersonal therapy

This approach is aimed at finding out how the
relationships with other infect the disease by
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applying some practical issues such as
recording the communications with others.
Individual counseling

This approach is which requires professional
therapist to help the patient. These people can
guide patients with their experience and
knowledge to avoid the harmless of
depression.

Family counseling

Family counseling requires the whole family to
accept the treatment. Because not only the
patient but also their family will have effected
by the depression. Thus, this treatment is
aimed at solving problem for the whole family.

Group counseling

This treatment gathers a group of people also
have depression and let them share the
experience for overcoming their bad time and
inspire each other to solve everything.

These treatments are normally quite difficult to compare with each other. Because patients
can take all these treatments at the same time, thus, both benefit and side effects of these
treatments will affect to patients at the same time. This feature makes it difficult to find
the feedbacks to a specific treatment. And this kind of treatment doesn’t have much
obvious side effects, due to they are mostly some mental treatments. In order to research
on these special kinds of treatment, I need to figure out some orientation or some specific
aspect which can be applied to represent the advantage and disadvantage of
psychotherapy treatments.
Aimed at fixing this problem, I decided to find the description advantages of each
counseling and rank them by sentiment score. Even though there is no golden standard,
score or ranking given by the official organization, which can be applied to evaluate the
system, I can still have a ranking list first and analyze the sample description text
manually to see whether the score or rank list given by the system have made any obvious
mistakes. Despite, this evaluation is a little bit subjective, it is still being an evidence, in
general, to help to improve the system.
I have found a list of advantages for all of the treatments, which are proposed my several
websites. The following chart is ranking list based on the sentiment analysis score of all
the information I collected.
Chart 5-1. Ranking list for Psychotherapy based on sentiment analysing
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The chart of testing above showed us that family counseling is the highest ranking
treatment, and group counseling and individual counseling are standing on the second
place. After that, interpersonal therapy is followed by and cognitive therapy is the one
have less score.

5.3.2 Medical treatments
For medical treatments, it will be determined by two aspects, one is that how efficient the
medicine is and another one is the side effect of the medicine. Thus, in this research, I
will focus on these two because the calculating result of the sentiment analysis system
will represent more about the actual result.
Feedback of user
Feedback from users who had taken the medicine is another evidence which helps to rank
the medical treatments. The feedbacks provided by webMD (2016) include users’
understanding of the medicine and the feelings after using it. In additional, almost all the
users gave a score the medicine who have tried it with a number between zero to ten in
the website. All these features make it much better way to evaluate the system by
analysing the feedbacks.
In this part, I selected eight commonly used medicines which are quite popular among
depression patients. All these medicines have at least 50 reviews with the score given by
users for each review (webMD, 2016). Because of the total amount of reviews of these
eight medicines are different, some of them have more than 500 reviews and some just
have 50 reviews, I selected 30 latest reviews for each medicine in order to control the
variables. And all these medicines belong to a different category as I analyzed in the
previous part (like SSRIs, SNIRs, TCAs, MAOIs and etc.) (Drugs, 2000).
Thus, I selected 30 feedback samples for each medicine, and run these feedbacks as input
via the sentiment analysis system. The score for each medicine is calculated by summing
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up the score of all 30 feedbacks of it. As the same time, I also calculated the average score
of the 30 scores given by users for each medicine.
The following table listed all the medicines I have selected with their score given by users
and category.
Table 5-3. Side effect of treatments

Medicine name

Category

Average score

Pristiq

SNRIs

5.8

Lexapro

SSRIs

7

Effexor

SSNRIs

5.2

Zoloft

SSRIs

7.3

Vortioxetine

Other

4.1

Xanax

Other

8.2

Prozac

SSRI

6.4

Sertraline

SSRIs

5.2

As I can see in the table 5-3 that there is three medicine’s score which is above 7 named
Lexapro, Zoloft and Xanax. These three can be put into the first group which can be
labelled as ‘user voted good medicine’. In the opposite, there is the lowest one which is
1 point less than any other kinds of medicine can be labelled ‘user voted unpopular
medicine’. Another four with a score between 5 to 7 are just normal ones labelled ‘user
voted medicine’.
This score will be the golden standard which can be used to evaluate the sentiment analyse
system. Through comparing the users’ ranking and system ranking, I will be able to have
a nice evaluation of the function on the existing system. The reason why I used the users’
rating as golden standard is because that the feedback given is based on the score which
patients have given. If applied to the definition of golden standard, (Spiegelman,
Schneeweiss & McDermott, 1997) golden standard in testing and sentiment analyse
represented a rule which can be calibration to the general fact even if it may not be a
perfect one, I can say the score given by users is the best way to express their feeling in
this case, despite the score may not precisely correspond the exactly feedback they have
given. This group of the test is the most important one of all because the key to evaluating
the sentiment analyse system is by comparing the result with the golden standard.
Based on the testing result and average score of the feedbacks which I have selected, I
created the following bar chart 5-2 compares the golden standard and my sentiment
analyse system.
Chart 5-2. Comparison between golden standard and calculated score
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In the chart above, compared the ranking of the average score given by users and the
sentiment score calculated by the system. The range of score given by users is between 0
to 10, however, the sentiment score may have negative value while the user is not that
satisfied with the medicine. There are two bars for each group, the blue bar stands for the
users’ score and the red bar represented the sentiment score of the medicine. In order to
get the information, form the chart more obviously, I designed the orders of groups by
sorting the score given by users.
Something I can read from the chart is that for medicines named Xanax, Zoloft, Lexapro,
Prozac, Pristiq and Vortioxetine, the rank of their sentiment score can perfectly match the
golden standard. As for Effexor and Sertraline, they have the same value in golden
standard, but there is still a small difference between their sentiment score.
Although the ranking of all the sentiment score matched the golden standard, the
sentiment score of medicines can still not able to represent users’ real feeling about the
product itself. In order to figure out this problem, I have defined an equation:
𝐺𝑆
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒(𝑔𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑𝐴 − 𝑔𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑𝐵)
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (
)=
𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒(𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝐴 − 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝐵)
proportion(GS/sentiScore) stands for the proportion of the difference between the golden
standard of two medicines and difference between sentiment score of these two medicines.
For example, based on the report above, the users gave the Xanax 8.2 points and 7 points
to Lexapro which has a 1.2 points difference. And the sentiment score of this two
medicine is 6.5, thus the proportion is 0.184. As for the proportion between Xanax and
Zoloft is 0.514, which is not similar to the previous one.
This gave us a truth that, sentiment score which calculated by the current system can not
represent what exactly users think about the medicine. And this may be caused by two
reasons, firstly, it is not easy to get what users’ opinion my analyzing sentiment score of
two or three sentences’ feedback. Another reason may be that the system itself can only
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provide a general orientation of the sentiment, however, it requires considering about
more aspects to converting the orientation to the precise sentiment score.
Side effects
In this research, I have seven types of medicaments in total, which have covered most
popular depression medicines in the market. The following table 5-4 showed us the side
effect of the medicine (“Coping with side effects of depression treatment,” 2011).
Table 5-4. Side effect of treatments (Staff, 2016 & “Coping with side effects of depression
treatment,” 2011)

Medical
treatment

Side effect

Selective
serotonin
reuptake
inhibitors
(SSRIs)

Side effects are generally mild, but can be bothersome in some people. They include
nausea, stomach upset, sexual problems, fatigue, dizziness, insomnia, weight change,
and headaches.

Serotonin and
norepinephrine
reuptake
inhibitors
(SNRIs)

Side effects include upset stomach, insomnia, sexual problems, anxiety, dizziness, and
fatigue

Tricyclic
antidepressants
(TCAs)

Side effects are quite mild, including stomach upset, dizziness, dry mouth, changes
in blood pressure, changes in blood sugar levels, and nausea.

Monoamine
oxidase
inhibitors
(MAOIs)

Foods that can negatively react with the MAOIs include aged cheese and aged meats.

Bupropion

Side effects are usually mild, including upset stomach, headache, insomnia,
and anxiety. Bupropion may be less likely to cause sexual side effects than other
antidepressants.

Mirtazapine

Side effects are usually mild and include sleepiness, weight gain, elevated
triglycerides, and dizziness.

Trazodone

Other side effects include drowsiness, dizziness, constipation, dry mouth, and
blurry vision.

According to the list above, I can see that some of the medicines will cause quite strong
side effects like changing blood pressure and blood sugar level. However, some of them
will just cause a dry mouth. Based on the analysis of the sentiment, I have got the
following result shown in the chart 5-1 below.
Chart 5-3. Sentiment score of medicine side effect
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Through the bar chart above, I can category all the medicines into three divisions based
on their sentiment score. It is obvious that the medicine named Mirtazapine is the only
positive sentiment score among all which is 0,25 and it is 1.125 points ahead of the second
one. Thus, I place it in the first division alone without hesitation. In the second division
settled TCAs and Bupropion which sentiment scores are higher than -1. The rest of
medical treatments’ sentiment score are -1.5(SNRIs), -1.875(MAOIs), -2(SSRIs) and 2.25(Trazodone) respectively whose sentiment score are 0.5 less than any medicine in the
second division.
Comparing with the side effect and the sentiment score, I can see that the side effect of
medicine ‘Mirtazapine’ should be the weakest judging from the sentiment score. And as
a support from the truth, the actual description of this medicine said that ‘the side effect
of Mirtazapine is usually mild’ which makes the result of ranking the Mirtazapine the
tops one looks more reliable. There are also another three medicines mentioned that the
side effect is mild as well in their treatment description which is ‘TCAs’, ‘Bupropion’
and ‘SSRIs’. Comparing with these three medicines’ side effect, ‘SSRIs’ is the only one
contains conjunction as sentiment shifter in the sentence. Through the mechanics of the
sentiment analyzing system, the sentence ‘Side effects are generally mild’ will be marked
as a boring sentence without sentiment score. This feature will contribute to placing the
‘SSRIs’ in the third division while ‘TCAs’ and ‘Bupropion’ in the middle level..
Decisive sentences of the medical treatments help all these medicines to be allocated to
different divisions. Another element which determined the sentiment score is an influence
of side effects. Some of the medicine contains a stronger one will have a lower sentiment
score, and in the opposite, some weaker side effect will make the sentiment score a bit
higher. From the testing result, I can easily see that, medicine like ‘Mirtazapine’ which
may cause ‘upset stomach, headache, insomnia, and anxiety. Bupropion may be less
likely to cause sexual side effects than other antidepressants.’ seems have a weaker
influence on people than ‘Bupropion’ with only ‘sleepiness, weight gain, elevated
triglycerides, and dizziness.’.
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However, there is a barrier here is that the sentiment analysis system can not figure out
the difference between different side effects precisely as I expect. After analyze the
sentiment score of all the words in the sentence manually, it turns out to be that the
problem is cause by the lexical resource which I have used. SentiWordNet 3.0 is a general
lexical library which can be applied to popular words in common life which mean that it
is not suitable enough to be used in the medical domain.
Normally, in some special domain, it requires some specific lexical resources to support
the sentiment analyzing, because words may have different meaning and sentiment in a
different domain. For example, the sentiment score of word ‘dizziness’ is -0.375 which
is reasonable, but the word with same meaning in another format ‘dizzy’ contains the
orientation -0.125. This simple example showed that, the system itself still has some bugs
which caused by the lexical resource. On the top of this, the phrases in a specific domain
are not able to be recognised by the normal lexical library. For example, the phrase ‘heart
attack’ contains a negative sentiment in the medical domain while presenting a symptom.
In fact, the system can not recognise it as a phrase in the medical domain but two separate
words ‘heart’ and ‘attack’ which both have a positive sentiment score in the lexical library.
This two problem may cause a confusion for the sentiment analyze the result.

5.4 Result analyze
Based on the testing result, I will have a general investigate on the system which includes
the advantage and disadvantage of the system. In general, the outcome of the
implementing is quite precisely in the sentiment analysis. It is possible to identify the
general orientation of different sentences and it is possible to give a reasonable score of
the sentiment based on the sentiment words combination in the sentences.
In the research, I made three groups of sentiment analysis. The first one is analyzing the
side effects of the medicine based on the side effect description, the second one is aimed
at users’ feedback on the medicines which they have used，and the last group is processed
by analyzing the sentiment of the description of psychotherapy treatments. Each of these
groups contains different unique features about the sentiment. For example, the first group
which calculate the sentiment score of psychotherapy treatments can be used to evaluate
whether the sentiment analysis system can provide a correct orientation of sentence. The
second one one calculated the sentiment score ranking of users’ feedback can help us to
figure the relation between sentiment score and the real score given by users. The third
calculated the sentiment of side effects of different types of medicine represented the
domain specific occasion. The order of these tests is determined by the feature of the case.
From the basic sentiment, orientation judging for the cross domain problem. It contributed
to a proper hierarchy research result which makes the result analyzing much easier. In
additional this also beneficial to implement the system with TDD (Test Drive
Development).
In the first case, all the results of sentiment score are above 0 supports the idea that with
more positive orientation score in a sentence will contribute to making the orientation of
the sentence positive. The purpose of this test case is aimed at finding out the whether the
system makes mistakes in orientation determine phrase. According to the testing result, it
turns out to be that the orientation of sentences exactly matches the calculated result.
After the basic test is passed, I aimed at verifying whether the sentiment score is accurate.
Through comparing the sentiment score with golden standard, the bar chart above proved
that the rank list created by the sentiment analysis system matches the rank list proposed
by users. However, the only thing out of my expectation is that two medicine (Effoxor &
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Sertraline) with the same score given by users behaves quite differently in the sentiment
analyzing calculating. The difference between them is up to 1.5625, despite they are
staying one after another in the rank list generated by the sentiment analysis system.
After parsing the data manually, I found out the problem is possibly caused by the total
number of sentiment words and the appearance of emoticon such as emoji. In the current
system, the longer the document to be interpreted is, the bigger absolute value of
sentiment score will be. And also, the existing lexicon library does not include emoticons
like ‘:)’ and ‘:(’ which can actually represent the meaning of sentiment words like
‘excellent’ or ‘awful’. With these result, the testing will go deeper to cross-domain
sentiment analysis stage. The research focus on the sentiment analysis on the treatment
of depression, which means that there is possibly some proper noun in the medical field
appears in the sentences such as ‘dizzy’. Thus, for this test I used side effects of seven
categories medicines as source data to calculate the sentiment.
The result showed that the ranking list created by the system can generally match the real
situation of these categories, for example, the Mirtazapine is the most harmless medicine
and SSRIs and Trazodone has a quite strong side effect which distributed in two polarities,
however, the categories with similar side effects is not so accurate. After investigating,
the problem is probably caused by the lexicon is not domain specific enough so it will
misanalyse the sentiment of different words like ‘heart attack’ and cause a wrong result.
The following is the flow char 5-4 shows the process of testing.
Chart 5-4. Flow chart of testing part

Orientation
is correct?

•Test with
Psychotherapy
treatments

Sentiment
score is
correct?

•Test with users'
feedback

Solve the
cross domain
problem?

•Test with side
effect

5.5 Good reflection of research
In this research, it is obvious that I have implemented a sentiment analysis system which
works well in analyzing the sentiment score for depression treatments. Based on the test
result, we can see that it is possible to rank the medicines based on user’s feedbacks or
side effects of the medicines which credible order. Apart from that, the test result also
proved that although the rule made in this research to calculate the sentiment score can
be improved, it can still be used as the basis for the future work.
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5.6 Limitations
After investigating the testing result, the current evidence shows that the researching
process is going quite correctly and the sentiment analysis system is working properly.
However, there is still some limitation existing in the research process.
In the testing aspect, there are two limitations for the dataset selection. The first one is
that not all the testing dataset have the golden standard. In the whole research process,
due to the sentiment domain is special, only the dataset used to test users’ feedback have
the golden standard with it. As for another two group of data, the testing result is
interpreted half manually based on the linguistic rule. This kind of approach to analyze
the result tends to be a little bit subjective, which is not a good thing in research.
Another limitation is the way that I process the sentiment shifters. As I mentioned above,
there are quite may kinds of sentiment shifters in the documents like ‘but’ and ‘however’.
These words will play the role to reset the sentiment score of a sentence to 0. In my
implementation, I set up a rule to handle this kind of situation by ignoring the
conjunctions like ‘and’. At the same time, remove score of the current sentence while
there appear conjunctions like ‘but’ and ‘however’. This kind of solution can solve only
some of the problems like ‘Even though everyone is happy, I am a little bit unhappy.’,
however, there are still sentences like ‘Everyone is happy, but I’m unhappy’ which
doesn’t fit the rule. These two sentences have the same sentiment score, but they will have
different orientation while it is studied with sentiment analysis system.
Cross-domain can be another limitation for the research, the lexical resource I selected is
general domain lexical named SentiWordNet 3.0. This lexical library doesn’t have the
correct sentiment score of the specific domain. As I mentioned above, this research is
aimed at solving the problem of finding out the best treatment for depression. Thus, it
will be better if the lexical library focuses on the medical field. In additional, the existing
lexical library will have a bit difficult to analyze the general emoticon words. Emoji words
like ‘:+1:’ are not in SentiWordNet lexicon which will also influence the sentiment score
of the sentence.
The last limitation of the sentiment analysis system is that the sentiment score will be
influenced by the total amount of words in the document. In the current system, the longer
that the document is will contribute to a bigger absolute value of the sentiment score.
The following table showed all the limitations of the research which I have found based
the testing, and the table below also include the limitation and a general description to the
limitations.
Table 5-5 Limitation of the research

Limitation

Description

Data selection

Data source selected does not have golden
standard.

Process of sentiment shifters.

The way to process the sentiment shifters
need to be improved by changing the rule
of analyze.
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Cross domain issues

Using the cross domain approach to
analyze the sentiment score of different
sentences.

Emoticon words

Emoticon words were missing in the
sentiment lexical library which make the
some sentiment words are marked as
boring words of unknown words.

Process the length of document

The length of the document will influence
the sentiment score of the whole sentences.

Aiming at the limitations above, I will provide some ways to improve the research in the
next chapter.

5.7 Summary
In this chapter, I used three groups of cases to evaluate the system which I have
implemented and presented the testing result. Through the testing result I had in chart
format, I have got a positive evaluation of the effectiveness of the system. More
importantly, I extracted one most useful information ‘the advantage and disadvantage of
the sentiment analysis system and the researching process’.
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6.

Conclusion and future work

As I implemented the sentiment analysis system, I used several test case to test different
features of the system to validate the performance of the system. Based on the research
result which I have come up with in the previous paragraph, I have got some conclusions
as follow. There are three conclusions in total which answer the research questions, one
of them provides a solution to solve the sentiment analysis problem. Another one is the
evaluation of solution which I have proposed.

6.1 Sentiment analyze algorithm
After reviewing about thirty literature related to sentiment analyzing and machine
learning, I compared different machine learning algorithms which can be used to generate
the sentiment lexicons. Naïve Bayes algorithm, Support Vector Machine, K-nearest
neighbor algorithm and Winnow are algorithms which are commonly applied to
implement sentiment lexicon. All these four are supervised machine learning algorithm,
however, aiming at different purpose in sentiment analysis, the different algorithm will
have different effects.
All in all, the main purpose of sentiment analysis is to classify the document with different
sentiment score in separate categories, thus these algorithms are all classification
approaches. Judging from the features and efficiency of these algorithms, it is not hard to
see that Support Vector Machine and K-nearest algorithm are ones which performance
better than others.
Based on my research, Support Vector Machine is the best choice for analyzing the
orientation of words. Due to features of the classifier, we know that SVM is used for
binary classification which matches the polarity of words’ orientation. As for another
binary classification scenario, finding out the boring words out of the sentiment words is
also best for applying SVM algorithm.
However, Support Vector Machine is not anymore a useful approach to classifying the
sentiment of words and phrases. Different from the orientation or subjectivity of words,
classifying the sentiment of words is not a binary classify algorithm anymore but a
multiclass classification case. Words with different sentiment score can be placed in the
different category makes it necessary to select another algorithm. Thus, K-nearest
neighbour algorithm has been used to complete this task. Through this research, there is
also a brief introduction to the implementation process for different commonly used
sentiment lexicons. It is easy to find out that all of them are using the variant of K-nearest
neighbour algorithm. Even though these algorithms are not exactly the same as any other
ones, they all have one similar core idea to create synset and expand the size of the synset
by finding their ‘neighbors’ in a net of words.
As the following chart showed, we can use SVM or K-nearest algorithm to solve different
problems respectively.
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Chart 6-1 Hierarchy Structure of Classification Algorithm

Classification
algorithm

Support Vector
Machine

Find out the
orientation of
words

Filte out the
boring words or
objective words

K-nearest
neighbour

Determine the
sentiment score
for words

These two algorithms help to assign the orientation, feature and sentiment score for
different words. Thus, the collection of words which have been labelled the orientation,
feature and sentiment score is called sentiment lexicon library. Selecting the best
sentiment lexicon is one of the most important tasks to implement the sentiment analysis
system. The following part will introduce the most useful general sentiment lexicon
library.

6.2 Sentiment lexicon
Sentiment lexicons provided the sentiment score for most commonly used words. The
accuracy of sentiment words’ score will determine the quality of the sentiment analyse
system. In the research, I have compared two most common used sentiment lexicon
named SenticNet and SentiWordNet, the reason is that these two libraries were cited by
a lot of organizations or individuals who worked on sentiment analyze field in the past
decade.
After I investigated the feature of them in the research, I got a conclusion that both of
them are general sentiment lexicon libraries. Judging from the utilisation of the library,
SentiwordNet has been implemented three times in sentiment analysis system than
SenticNet. On the top of that, SentiWordNet is much easier to understand than others.
SenticNet is aimed at creating a comprehensive opinion mining resource with a lot of
complex consideration, however, SentiWordNet only provided the sentiment score and
synset number which makes SentiWordNet quite difficult to be implemented. The most
important which helps to make a decision is that the lexicon library used the wildly
accepted training set name SentiWord to train the lexicon. The SentiWord is regard as
one quite official standard to create synset for English words, which makes the
SentiWordNet more trustable than any others.
Nowadays, SentiWordNet has its 3.0 patch which means that this lexicon library is
actually more stable than one which has just been released. Based on this thought,
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SentiWordNet3.0 is selected to be the lexicon library in the implementing chapter of the
system.

6.3 Rules and implementing
Rules had been created to analyze the sentiment in research comes from the combination
of others researchers’ opinion. The basic guideline given by the previous literatures were
mostly processing sentiment shifters, negations, punctuations and boring words. In order
to process everything well, I try to format the document into equations and using the
specific rules to calculate the final value of the equation.
In the implementing chapter, I have already listed rules and I will summarize it again
here. First of all, each word can be assigned with the value which appears in the
SentiWordNet 3.0 as the number in equation. On the top of that, negations in sentiment
shifter will directly reverse the orientation of words by multiplying -1 to current
orientation. Intensifier and downtoners will enhance or decrease the strength of words
orientation by multiplying 2 and 0.5 to the current orientation respectively. The last is for
conjunctions, conjunctions words like ‘and’ will not be taken into consideration in the
project, however, the appearance of some conjunctions like ‘but’ and ‘however’ will
remove the sentiment of some sentences.
With these rules, the implementing of the sentiment analysis system can be easy. The
system basically goes through the document which need to be analyzed. The document
was parsed and convent to equations so that the following functions can be used to remove
the the boring words and calculate the result of equation as the sentiment score of the
document.

6.4 Summarize to conclusions
Based on the research questions, I got answers to these research questions and these
answers can be regarded as the contribution of the research. Thus, conclusions of this
research mainly focused on three aspects. First one is the algorithm to be used in
sentiment analysis field. The second one is about selecting the sentiment lexical library
and the last one is the rule to calculate the sentiment score.
In summary, two classification algorithms can be used to create the sentiment lexicons.
one is called Support Vector Machine which can be used to generate the lexicon which
only labelled the orientation of words. Another one called K-nearest neighbor algorithm
can be used to resolve the issue like assigning specific scores for different sentiment
words. The selected sentiment lexicon library is SentiWordNet3.0 which is not only more
stable than other libraries but also have more precisely scores. And one formula
formatting and the calculating rule were generated in the research based on the previous
research and guidelines.
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6.5 Future work
Based on the limitation which I have proposed in the previous paragraph, I would like to
give some suggestions for the future work. In order to create a system which works better,
there are three issues needs to be fixed in the existing system. These three issues were the
biggest limitation found by testing that restricts the accuracy of the system implemented
in the current research. The first thing needs to be done is handling the sentiment shifters
in a better way. The second one is processing the emotion words like ‘:)’. And the last is
aimed at improving the accuracy of the sentiment analyze while facing the cross domain
situation.

6.5.1 Sentiment shifter processing
The first barrier, sentiment shifter processing, seems to be complicated. It is hard to know
whether the negation words negate the sentence after this or before the sentiment shifter.
To solve this problem, Noferesti and Shamsfard illustrated that there many kinds of
sentiment shifter words or shifter trigger and that change sentiment values by a constant
amount. With this concept as the basic knowledge, we should be able to figure out the
types of sentiment shifters. One assumption which I can provide is that using the
clustering algorithm to process some sentences with sentiment shifters as training sets.
These training sets can be either have either have golden standard or not. The clustering
algorithm will put the sentiment shifters in different combinations in multiple groups.
And it also created another lexical library for a different combination of sentiment shifters.
With this sentiment shifter library, it is much better solution to define a more consummate
rule which can process sentiment shifters in a different way by matching the category of
sentiment shifters.

6.5.2 Emotion words processing
The second barrier is processing emotion words. The existing algorithm treated the words
of phrases which can not be recognised as boring words. This is an easy solution but will
cause some lapse. Thus, finding a sentiment lexicon library for emotion words can be a
good way to reduce the lapse. With such lexicon, we can successfully pick out the emotion
words and assign them positive value or negative values. And these emotion words can
be treat as any other sentiment words to form the formula.

6.5.3 Cross domain
The last improve can be the cross domain issue. This is a common issue for implementing
a sentiment analyzing system. Due to most existing research result is aimed are trying to
solve the problem, cross domain lexicon verified by researcher or literature. Thus, we can
only find some general sentiment lexicons. However, there are still ways to solve this
problem. Just like Asghar, Khan, Kundi, Qasim, Khan, Ullah and Nawaz (2012)
illustrated in their research, they have created a lexicon library in the medical domain
based on the SentiWordNet, which is the one I used in my implementation, to solve their
cross domain issue for the medical field. They approach this library by mining patients
generated review and fixing the sentiment score in SentiWordNet. As for the advice for
future work, research can either use this lexicon library instead of SentiWordNet or
implement a new one with the algorithm which proposed by (Asghar, Khan, Kundi,
Qasim, Khan, Ullah & Nawaz, 2012) They created the medical domain sentiment lexicon
in the following way, as shown in chart 6-2:
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Corpus creation: In this stage, researchers generated the training data by collecting
a large amount of patients' information and feedbacks from the internet.
Pre-Processing: This process is aimed at formatting the data to make it possible
for the system to do following job everything easily.
Corpus Tagging: Finding out medical domain words in corpus and tag the
category (different medical lexicon like Snomed ACT, Mesh and UMLS) these
words belongs to.
Filtering: Remove the noise by applying Lin’s (1998) similarity score is calculated
to filter nearest terms and then semantic relatedness between two terms is
computed as the cosine of angles between two context vectors.
Measure Sentiment Similarity: The semantic similarity measure showed a
similarity of two input terms with cosine similarity approach which I have
mentioned above, and returns a score that determines how much they are identical.
And the score can be applied to convert general sentiment lexicon into sentiment
lexicon for medical domain.

Chart 6-1 Process to generate the health-related sentiment lexicon library

Corpus
creation

PreProcessing

Corpus
Tagging

Filtering

Measure
Sentiment
Similarity

The process above is aimed at finding out all the medical domain words in SentiWordNet
library. After that, using the training sets to change the sentiment score for medical words
in SentiWordNet.
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